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RATIFICATION OF THE STATUTE BY COLOpiA 

1". The CHAIRMAN informed" the Committee that -the Director General had 

re'oeived from the Colombian Government a telegram stating that the Agency's 

Statute had-been approved by the National Congress and that the formal 

instrument of ratification would be .deposited within a few days. The 

Government, had-asked the Director General to* transmit that information to the 

General Conference and to request that the Colombian delegate be accorded the 

righ't to vote. • The Director General had expressed his satisfaction, at 

receiving the information, and had explained that Colpmbia would be accorded 

jbhe right to vote as ''soon as the Government confirmed that the instrument of 

ratification had been deposited. 

* . 

RULES TO GOVERN THE PROVISION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY THE AGENCY 
,(GC(IV)/il3; GC(IV)/COM.2/23 and Add.l) (continued from the 17th meeting) 

2. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the-Committee had before it two draft 

resolutions,- one contained in the Board's re porf(GC(IV)/ll3) and the other 

submitted by six powers (GC(IV)/COM.2/23 and Add.l). As the sponsors 6t the-

latter draft had agreed to substitute for the words "more favorable", in the 

operative part of the text, the word "sympathetic", the amendment submitted 

'by Spain (GC(IV)/COM.2/24) had been withdrawn. The United Arab Republic 

delegate had suggested that if both drafts were approved they should be 

combined.—' 

3. Mr. RENOUF (Australia) recalled that hi-s delegation, in order to 

expedite the Committee's work, had agreed to sponsor "the Board's draft 

resolution, without prejudice to the .question of whether the Board was. 

competent to submit resolutions to the General Conference and subject to the 

Committee's decision on that point. 

4. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the joint draft resolution be put to the 

vote. The Rules of Procedure did., it was true, lay down that draft resolutions 

were to be put to the vote in the order in which they were submitted, but in 

the present case it was probably preferable to begin by voting on the joint 

draft resolution, especially as the two texts were perfectly compatible. 

l/ GC(IV)/COM.2/OR.17, paragraph 30.' 
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5." Mr."MOLOTOV- (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)__s_taj;ed..'that his 

delegation endorsed "the view expressed at the previous meeting by the delegate 

of' the United Arab "Republi that it was not .absolutely certain that the 

Board was entitled to submit resolutions to the Conference. . Under Rules 12, 

13 and 20 of the Rules of'Procedure, the Board was entitled to submit items 

for inclusion in the General Conference agenda, but not to submit draft 

resolutions concerning them. That, fact,-in his opinion, was also confirmed 

•by-Rule 69,.which'showed that there was only one case in which the Board 

oould submit a recommendation to the General Conference, namely when it was 

a question of suspending any Member from exercise of the privileges and rights 

of membefsEipi""" 

6. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that under Rule 56 of'the'*Rules'of 
i 

Procedure it was 'his duty to give an immediate ruling on the point of order 

raised by the delegate of the Soviet Union. He drew the Committee's 

attention to the wording of Rule 20,,which he interpreted to mean that the 
# - • * i , . 

Board had the right.to accompany proposed items by draft resolutions, although 

it was not"obliged to do so. The draft resolution, put forward by the Board 

was therefore quite in order. 

7. . Mr. PETRZELKA (Czechoslovakia) disputed the Chairman's ruling. 

Neither the Statute nor the Rules of Procedure conferred on the Board the 

right to submit draft resolutions to the Conference.- The matter was a legal 

o'ne, and required consideration in detail. 

8. Mr. W35RSHOF (Canada), speaking on a point of order, recalled that 

Rule 5&-of the .Rules of Procedure^ dealing'with points, of order, made it clear 

that no delegate might speak on the substance of the matter under discussion, 

although he had the right of appeal against the ruling of the presiding 

officer. The Chairman had given a ruling in accordance with that Rule and 

the delegate of Czechoslovakia was not entitled to produce arguments either 

for or against the decision by the Chair. 

9« The CHAIRMAN agreed with what the Canadian delegate had said. As 

the delegate of Czechoslovakia had challenged his ruling to the effect that 

the Board had the right to submit draft resolutions to the "General Conference,,' 

it must be put to the vote immediately. 

2/ GC(IV)/COM.2/OR.17, paragraph 55. 
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10. Mr-. FAHMY (United Arab Republic) stated that he did not intend to 

dispute formally the Chairman's ruling although, in his view, 'if was not for , 

the Chairman to give a ruling on such a question. He reserved the righ't to 

explain his vote, after the voting had taken place> in view of the fact that 

certain delegates seemed to have seriously misinterpreted the statement he had 

made at the previous meeting. 

11. • Mr.-M0L0T0V (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) advised against 

taking-too hasty a decision. In his opinion, the Chairman's interpretation 

of 'Rule 20 deserved very careful examination. 

12. ' Ttie Chairman's ruling was upheld by 44'votes to 8, with 1 abstention. 

lj. Mr. PETRZELKA (Czechoslovakia) stated,- in explanation of his vote, 

that, in his opinion, the Board was neither entitled nor in a position to refer 

any question to the General Conference in the form of a draft resolution. 

According to .the Statute, the Board and the Conference were organs'with very 

different functions. Article V.A of the Statute provided that the Conference 

should consist of representatives of all Members of the Agency and Article V.F.l 

that it had the authority to take decisions on any matter specifically referred 

to it by the Board." When the Board acted independently, that did not imply 

that it was acting on behalf of all the Members of the Agency. He regretted . 

that the Committee had adopted a decision for .-which there' was no justification. 

14. Mr. FAHMY (United Arab Republic) explained that in raising the 

question of the Board's prerogatives at the 'previous meeting he had had none 

of the hidden designs attributed to him by .several delegations. He regretted 

that by the decision it had just taken the Committee should have attributed 

to the Board a prerogative which had not been .conferred upon it either by the 

Statute or by the Rules of -Procedure, and which would allow it to encroach on 

certain of the Conference's functions. 

15. Mr. WERSHOF (Canada), speaking on a point of order, protested strongly 

against the tactics of certain delegations who were apparently bent on 

sabotaging th'e Committee's work. 

16. The CHAIRMAN recalled that under Rule 74 'of the Rules of- Procedure 

members were permitted to explain the-ir' vote.' Explanations should,' however, 

be brief, since* the Committee's agenda" was' still very full. 
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17. Mr. ffAHMY (United Arab Republic) sa id tha t he 'had c e r t a i n l y no 
* • * ' - - , . 

intention of sabotaging the work of the Conferenoe. He had 'voted' against 

the Chairman's ruling for two reasons. Firstly, it was a matter on which-it 

was not for the Chairman io. give a ruling; secondly, no decision' by the 

presiding officer could alter the functions of the Conference or of the'Board, 

which were clearly laid down in the Statute. 

18. , The CHAIRMAN put the joint draft resolution (GC(IV)/COM.2/23 and ' 

Add.l) to the vote. " 

19. The draft resolution was adopted by 52 votes to 1. 

20. -The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft resolution Appearing on 

page 2 of the Board's.report (QC(lV)/ll3). 

21. The draft resolution was adopted by 45 votes to 1. 

22. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the delegate of the United Arab Republic 

had ,pr,p,p.gs(3.d,j at the seventeenth meeting, that the two draft resolution's just 
5-/.- ,.. 

adopted by the Committee should be combined in one text-47 . Iri accordance 

with a provision of Rule 42(h) of,the'Rules of Procedure ("it /the General „ 

Committee/" may revise 'the resolutions adopted by the General Conference, 

changing their form but not their substance"), that task was a matter-for the 

General Committee. Unfortunately, no further meetings of the General Committee; 

were provided for during .the current session. If the delegate of the""United 

Arab-Republic agreed, he would suggest' therefore'that-the--Commit-t&e--a'gree to 

submit the proposal in question = ±d the General • Conference, in the report ., 

which v/ould be drawn up for it. 

23. It was so agreed, 

THE AGENCY'S RELATIONS WITH INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS ('GC(iy)/120, 121) 

(a) Proposed agreement'for oo-opejation with the European Nuclear Energy 
Agency of the Organisation for1European Economic Co-operation 
(GC(IV)/121) 

24. The CHAIRMAN recalled that under Article XVI.A "of the Statute, the 

approval of the General Conference was.necessary to permit the Board to enter 

into agreements establishing appropriate,, relationships, .between the AgencyVand 

other organizations the work of which was related to that of the Agency. 

2/ GC(IV)/COM.2/OR.17, paragraph JO. 
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The draft agreement submitted by the Board to the General Conference and now 

before the Committee had already been approved by the Council of the 

Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC). It was now for the 

appropriate Agency authorities to take a decision on the basis of the draft 

resolution before the Committee (GC(IV)/12l). 

25. Mr. WATTLES (Secretary of the" Committee) stated that one delegation 

had suggested, in the course of informal consultations> that the words 

"editorial changes" in paragraph 2 of the draft resolution should be amended 

to read "purely for©al modifications". The latter wording was in line with 

that used in connection with the approval of the agreements with the 

specialized agencies.^ 

26. Mr. WARDROP (United Kingdom) formally proposed that paragraph 2 of 

the draft resolution be amended accordingly. 

27«. It was so agreed. 

28. The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted by 53 votes to nono. 

AMENDMENT OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE (GC(IV)/ll5 and Corr.l) 

Amendments to Rules '2 and 6 (GC(lY)/ll5', paragraph 5 and GC(IV)/il5/Corr.l, 
paragraph 1 (d)) 

29. The amendments wore adopted by 49 votes to none. 

Amendment to Rule 12 (GC(IV)/ll'5, paragraph 8) 

30. The amendment was adopted by 52 votes to none. 

Amendment to Rule 13 (GC(IV)/ll5, paragraph 10) 

31. Mr.- MOLOTOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) considered that 

the proposal to authorize the Director General to request, with the agreement 

of the Board, the inclusion of supplementary items in the Conference agenda 

,was unjustified and .that its adoption might give rise to unnecessary 

difficulties. ' 'The delegation of the'Soviet Union would therefore prefer the 

retention of the existing text. 

4/ GC(lI-)/OR.22, paragraph 19j 'GC(lIl)/OR.33, paragraph 22. 
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J2.- The amendment, wasv-adopted by,40 vote's to 8. 

Amendment to -Rule 52 (GC(~IV)/ll5/Corr.l, paragraph-'! (ii)T 

•3-3-,-"The amendment was adopted by 51 votes to none. 

34. " Mr. de.*.ERICE (Spain) said Kis delegation fully re'cognized the right 

of the Board ̂ to-submit draft resolutions to the General Conference. Moreover, 

it had approved the ruling given by the Chairman during the disoussion of 

item 14. But'the two relevant rules of the -Rules of Procedure, namely 

Rul^s 20 and 63, were not sufficiently explicit on that point. The wording 

'.of the Rules of Procedure should conform with their spirit and clearly state 

the right of the Board. The Spanish delegation suggested, therefore, that 

Une1 General-'Conference should adopt a text worded along the following, lines s 

"The General Conference requests, the Board of Governors to examine 
the "possibility of 'submitting to' it at its fifth regular session 
an additional, draft rule for inclusion in the Rules of Procedure 
stating clearly; that, on the basis of Rules 20 and 63, the' Board is 
authorized '-to'-present draft resolutions to the General Conference. "M 

35 • ' . -The -CHAIRMAN'remarked that the Legal Division could make a 

-preliminary study of that suggestion at once. He invited the Spanish 

delegation to submit it in writing. 

36. Mr, M0L0T0V (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) observed that the 

Spanish delegate's suggestion dealt-with a matter upon v/hioh, during the 

discussion of item 14, the Chairman had given a ruling which the Committee 

had upheld. The Chairman now spoke of having the suggestion studied by the ' 

Legal Division^ apparently there had been just cause for doubting the 

validity of his ruling. 

THE AGENCY'S RELATIONS. WITH INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (GC(IV)/120, 121) 
(continued) 

(b) Representation of such organizations at the fifth regular session 
of the General .Conference (GC.( IV)/120) 

37 •• The CHAIRMAN recalled'-that, in--pursuance of Resolution GC(III)/RES/45 

adopted by the General-Conference• at, i'ts-third regular session, the Board had 

*J Redrafted and issued subsequently as GC(IV)/COM.2/25. 
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invited the following organizations to send observers to the fourth sessions 

the Commission for Technical Co-operation•in Africa South of"the Sahara (CCTA), 

the European Nuclear Energy Agency of the-Organisation.for European'Economic 

Co-operation (ENEA), the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), 

the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM), the Inter-American Nuclear 

Energy Commission of the Organization of American States (IANEC) and the 

Dubna Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. - , 

38. He pointed out.that,under Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure, ENEA would 

he automatically invited to send an observer as soon as the agreement with the 

Organisation for European Economic Co-operation—' was approved. With regard 

to the other organizations, the Board was requesting the Conference to follow 

the precedent established at previous sessions. 

J9. Mr.- MOLOTOV (Union of Soviet Socialist -Republics) observed that, 

notwithstanding the wording of the resolutions adopted by the Conference at 

its second and third sessions (GC(II)'/RES/21 and GC(lIl)/RES/45), the Board 

was in the habit of inviting EURATOM representatives to attend General 

Conference sessions as observers. EURATOM was known to be concerned not only 

with the peaceful but also with the military uses of atomic energy; The 

•Soviet delegation wished to make it clear that in voting for the proposed ' 

draft resolution it' would abstain on the question of the invitation to EURATOM; 

40. Mr. PETRZELKA (Czechoslovakia) said that his delegation had already 

informed the Board that Czechoslovakia objected to the invitation to EURATOM 

on the same grounds as those put forward by. the delegate of the Soviet Union. 

41. Mr. BUJOR (Romania) recalled that, in accordance with Article II of 

the Statute, the 'Agency should "seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution 

of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity throughout the world." It 

sufficed to quote Article 2 of the treaty establishing EURATOM to show that 

the aims of that body wore not. exclusively peaceful. In fact, paragraph (e) 

stated that' EURATOM "guarantees, by appropriate measures of control, that 

nuclear materials are not diverted for purposes other than those for which 

they are intended", without specifying what,those purposes were. 

6/ GC(IV)/121. 
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42. 'The Romanian delegation'approved in principle the draft resolution under 

consideration, hut' regretted that a text thus worded and adopted at the" last 

regular session should have made it possible to invite EURATOM to send an 
1 

observer to the fourth session. It requested that the record of the current 

meeting be communicated to the Board when'the time came for it to draw up a 

list of the organizations to' be invited to the fifth session. The Board could 

then take account of the observations which had just been made. ' 

43. Baron van LYHDEOT (Netherlands) thought it necessary,* in the name of 

his country and of -the other members of EURATOM, all of whom were Members of 

the Agency, to remind the meeting of the functions of EURATOM, a body whose 

peaceful aims had'again been called in question by certain delegations. 

44. The attitude of EURATOM towards the'activities of its members in the 

matter of defense was entirely comparable to that of the Agency, ' A 

fundamental distinction had in fact to be established between the activities 

of the Community, which were exclusively pacific in character, and those of 

member countries each of whom was entitled to adopt whatever attitude to its 

own defense it chose, provided that attitude was compatible with its inter

national obligations. 

1 

45« Moreover, the peaceful character of EURATOM's activities was becoming 

more obvious each year as- plans gave place "to achievements. Since the las't 

session of'the General Conference, considerable'progress had been made with ' 

the development of a research program .which had three principal aimss the use 

of radioisotopes and radiation, the study of controlled fusion and the 

production of nuclear power. 

46. ' Two units of 'the EURATOM Joint Research Centre Establishment were already 

in operation or in process.,of formation. EURATOM had already recruited for 

the purpose, in addition to its administrative staff, some 400 technicians 
• * y 

out. of ..the 1.5Q0- scheduled ,f.or. 1962; .thus an important research'center was 

rapidly being built up,v which would, of course, be -open to trainees from other 

countries, in the same way as the future European University. 

47. To give some idea of the size''of the programs drawn up so far, he pointed 

out that the expenditure involved up to the'end'of 1961 was' in the region of 

US $120 million-. It should be emphasized that that effort ,was being made in 

connection with a vast scheme of international co-operation, not only with 

other countries with which'^EUBATOM. had concluded co-r-operation agreements, but 
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also with inter-governmental organizations concerned wi'th the peaceful uses 

of atomic energy. EURATOM was giving considerable assistance, in the form of 

technical personnel and money, to two joint undertakings of OEECs the 

operation of the Halden reactor in Norway and the construction of the "Dragon11 

reactor in the United Kingdom, EURATOM had always desired the development 

and expansion of such international co-operation, and indeed the number of 

other countries with which the Community maintained relations was constantly 

increasing. . -

48. It was superfluous to-elaborate further on that theme,, although it would 

be easy to do so5 it, was only necessary to analyze the results obtained by 

EURATOM in, for example, the protection of the population against radiation 

hazards, the free exchange of nuclear materials and the co-ordination of the 

nuclear power production planning of Member States.. There too it would be 

easy to find evidence of the spirit of co-operation which had always inspired 

EURATOM whether towards the Agency itself or towards those countries which 

wore Members of it. It would.be hardly flattering -the common sense of 

delegates to spe.nd time proving to them that iEURATOM was working for peace by 

such means as ensuring that its six Member States applied health protection 

standards or appraising thoir future requirements of nuclear power. 

49. He had laid particular emphasis on the.research program because it was in 

that sphere that th.e most important progress had been made during recent 

months. Moreover,,the very character of the research undertaken and the fact 

that it absorbed almost all the financial resources' of the Community provided 

the most obvious proof.of the peaceful character of its activities. 

50. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft resolution on the represen'ta- ' 

tion of inter-governmental organizations at' the fifth regular session of the 

General Conference (GC(IV)/120). 

51. The draft resolution was adopted by 48 votes to none, with 1 abstention. 

52. Mr. MOLOTOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), explaining his 

vote, pointed out that the statement of the delegate of the Netherlands in 

defense of EURATOM had merely cchfirmed the. opinion held by some delegates 

that that organization was not solely-engaged in the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy. 

The meeting rose at 12^30 p.m. 

http://would.be

